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FATF invites the Republic of Korea to be an Observer 
  
  
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has invited The Republic of Korea to join the Task 
Force as an Observer - the first step on the path to full membership.   
  
Korea will participate as an Observer at the next FATF Plenary meeting which will be held in 
Vancouver, Canada in October.  The process for an Observer to obtain full Member status 
takes approximately 2 years to complete, and is predicated upon undergoing a successful 
mutual evaluation. 
  
In his invitation to Korea, the FATF President, Frank Swedlove said, “I am very pleased that 
the FATF membership unanimously agreed to invite Korea as an Observer to the upcoming 
FATF Plenary meeting.  This is a very positive first step to Korea becoming a full FATF 
member.  That membership would give the FATF a greater regional balance and strengthen 
the global fight against money laundering and terrorist financing.” 
  
The Korean government has demonstrated strong political commitment to implement the 
FATF 40+9 Recommendations and to become a Member of FATF.  The Korean anti-money 
laundering system is already well developed and the country plays an active role in the Asia-
Pacific region in the field of anti-money laundering.    
  
 
 



  
Notes to editors: 
  
1. For further information, journalists are invited to contact Helen Fisher, OECD Media 
Relations (tel.: +33 1 45 24 80 97 or helen.fisher@oecd.org) or the FATF Secretariat, 2, rue 
André-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16 (tel: +33 1 45 24 79 45, fax: +33 1 44 30 61 37 or 
email: contact@fatf-gafi.org). 
  
2. The FATF is an inter-governmental body whose purpose is the development and 
promotion of policies, both at national and international levels, to combat money laundering 
and terrorist financing.  The FATF Secretariat is housed at the OECD. 
  
3. Further information about the FATF and its efforts to combat money laundering and 
terrorist financing can be found at http://www.fatf-gafi.org. 
  
4.  The thirty-three members of the FATF are: Argentina; Australia; Austria; Belgium; Brazil; 
Canada; Denmark; the European Commission; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; the Gulf 
Co-operation Council; Hong Kong, China; Iceland; Ireland; Italy; Japan; Luxembourg; 
Mexico; the Kingdom of the Netherlands; New Zealand; Norway; Portugal; the Russian 
Federation; Singapore; South Africa; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; Turkey; the United 
Kingdom; and the United States.  The People’s Republic of China is an Observer.  Three 
FATF-Style Regional Bodies are Associate Members; the APG, GAFISUD and the Council of 
Europe (represented by its MONEYVAL mechanism).   
  
5.  The global network that is committed to combating money laundering and terrorist 
financing also includes other FATF-Style Regional Bodies; the Caribbean Financial Action 
Task Force, ESAAMLG, the Eurasian Group, GIABA and MENAFATF. The Offshore Group 
of Banking Supervisors is a part of this network as well. Combined, the FATF, its Associate 
Members and FATF-Style Regional Bodies represent some 172 countries and jurisdictions 
that have made a political commitment to implement the FATF standards to combat money 
laundering and terrorist financing. 

 


